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✓ Whilst interest in Sustainable Remediation began over ten years ago, application of 
sustainable thinking in remediation option selection is in practice still very patchy across 
Europe, even within individual legislatures, and sustainability is often not well understood 
either by problem holders or regulators.

✓ There is now a greater urgency, arising from the climate emergency, the reduction in 
biodiversity and socioeconomic challenges originating from years of austerity (worsened 
by Covid) for sustainability to be embedded in decision making principles, when selecting 
the best option for contaminated land remediation.

✓ Whilst technical guidance on sustainability is plentiful, the process of selecting the most 
sustainable approach has to be simple, understandable and transparent to gain public 
acceptability.

✓ Ramboll has therefore developed SURE, a digital on-line tool, which draws on over 70 
sustainability indicators and their contribution to 17 United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (UN SDGs) to enable the identification of the more sustainable and 
resilient remediation approach.

Why Is Sustainable Remediation So Important Today
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How Does SURE Work?
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How Does SURE Work?
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Example Sustainability Indicators

HEALTH & SOCIETY
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• Client wishes to develop land formerly occupied by part of a tank farm – previous remedial work on the site attracted 
unfavorable publicity

• One area of contamination: heavily impacted soil in smear zone. Minimal LNAPL present but elevated TPH/BTEX in 
groundwater. Main receptor is a stream located a short distance from the site.

• Three Options selected for assessment:

1. Excavation and disposal (‘Excavation’): Excavation of the smear zone, pumping out the contaminated groundwater and 
backfilling with oxygen release compound for polishing

• £350K – remedial targets easily achievable

2. In Situ Chemical Oxidation (‘ISCO’): 3 campaigns of sodium persulfate injection with biostimulation for polishing

• £200K – remedial targets reasonably achievable though localized fine-grained material may present issues

3. Monitored Natural Attenuation (‘MNA’)

• £100K – long term monitoring from network of wells; achievability of target less certain

Demonstration Case Study
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• Client: 

- Cost important but also keen to see issue fully dealt with, verified and out of way. Corporate image important 
on sustainability (especially greenhouse gases). Have previously experienced issues with residents, want to do 
things right, preferably quickly.

• Local Residents (neighbors): 

- Previously aware of remediation of adjacent site with noise and odor issues a concern. Despite risk assessment 
indicating no significant human health risk (i.e., water-based issue), not entirely convinced. Want to see 
problem sorted and documentation signing off site as clean.

• Regulator: 

- Less interested in choice of specific option (and wider aspect of sustainability), but want a commitment to 
achieving remedial objective, backed up by appropriate verification protocol and underpinned by robust data.

Demonstration Case Study: Stakeholders
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SURE ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE
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Create the Project
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Frame the Project
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Frame the Project
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Start the Assessment – Select Template

Over 70 indicators are available for assessing the selected 
options, grouped into 5 categories within each of the domains 
of Environment, Society and Economy. Those of relevance to 
the project can be selected and weighted according to their 
relative importance on a 1 -5 scale. 
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Environment Indicators
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Society Indicators
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Economy Indicators
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Score The Options
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Score The Options
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Send for Review

• The completed assessment can be 
sent electronically for stakeholders to 
review.  

• Review comments are recorded, and 
the assessor can then update the 
assessment accordingly.
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• Reviewer saves comments

• If no changes required: approves and message sent to assessor

• If any changes required: rejects and message sent to assessor

Reviewers Decisions
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Assessor Has Visibility of Reviewers Comments
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Publish Results
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Option for Reporting

• Multiple reporting options are 
available including concise graphical 
output using histograms and pie 
charts.
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Outcomes by Indicator Categories

• For each option SURE calculates the total normalised 
weighted scores for each category of indicator and each 
domain, together with a final sustainability score 
(applying a linear-additive multi-criteria analysis method). 

• Based on linkages between the selected indicators and 
the UN SDGs, SURE  also evaluates the relative 
contribution of each option to each of the 17 SDGs (see 
next few slides).
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Overall Results
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Extracts from Report
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EXCAVATION ISCO

Comparing Against UN Goals: Excavation vs ISCO
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EXCAVATION MNA

Comparing Against UN Goals: Excavation vs MNA
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ISCO MNA

Comparing Against UN Goals: ISCO vs MNA
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SURE Tool Benefits

Supports global standards

ISO 18504:2017 and  ASTM 
E2893-16 compliant, 
incorporating SuRF-UK 
indicator set & guidance 
(SR2).

Provides education

Learn how to implement 
sustainable development 
principles at your project

Increases communication

Supports collaboration and 
stakeholder communication 
throughout the process.

Customizable

Allows users to modify 
assessment criteria to better 
suit their assessment

Compliance support

Records the overall remedial 
decision-making process.

Free for basic use

Sustainability belongs to 
all. You are free to use the 
tool for any types of 
projects.

RAMBOLL.COM/SURE


